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In the afternoon of that day, Nangong Qianqiu showed up in Cloud City with the help of 

magic. 

” Do you understand where that trash Samuel lives?” asked Nangong Qianqiu as they got 

off the plane. 

” It remains in Hillside Rental Property,” Gina said. 

Nangong Qianqiu sneered and stated, “The Sue family members is so rich that they can also 

reside in the villa area? It appears that he has actually appreciated a great deal in Cloud 

City.” 

Gina had a bitter smile on her face. Samuel was driven out of the Hannigan family and had 

suffered a great deal of humiliation when he wed into the Sue family members. 

It was just a vacation home location and it became he enjoy himself in the eyes of the old 

woman? What regarding Han Jun? Han Jun had lived a lavish life for many years. What did it 

matter? 

 

Gina would certainly not base on any side currently, as well as she just regarded herself as a 

spectator. 

She valued Han Jun even much more in the past, ever considering that Nangong Qianqiu 

firmly insisted on making Samuel go to jail on Han Jun’s part, she did not desire to help Han 

Jun any longer. Nevertheless, Samuel was her flesh and blood. She should not have actually 

been dealt with similar to this. 

” Mama, don’t you believe sending Han Jun back to the Cloud Dragon is the very best 

selection?” Gina claimed. 

 

Nangong Qianqiu’s face transformed chilly as well as she stated, “The best option? Is it a 

great option for you to let that trash Samuel damage the Hannigan household?” 



Gina really felt Nangong Qianqiu’s stubbornness and also quit talking. “Let’s resign 

ourselves to destiny. I uncommitted what will Hannigan family members ultimately.” 

They came to Cloudridge Hill Villas. Without their registration, they were quit at the gate. 

Gina made a telephone call and was enabled to pass smoothly. 

Presently, the whole Heavenly Family remained in an outcry. Also Tian Changsheng was 

distressed. 

Gina had actually been to Cloud City, however she did not reveal her identification. Yet this 

moment, she straight informed him who she was. 

The Hannigan household had actually sent out a person below. Just how could the 

Incredible family stay calm? 

” Dad, why did individuals from the Hannigan family all of a sudden pertained to Cloud 

City?” Tian Honghui asked Tian Changsheng. 

Tian Changsheng took a number of deep breaths and also got goosebumps all over his 

body. Then, his scalp began to prickle as if he had actually been electrocuted. 

Tian Changsheng, that was dehydrated, consumed alcohol 3 favorites in succession, and 

afterwards his throat dampened. His hand, which was holding the teacup, trembling 

unconsciously.He claimed, “Consider who lives in Cloudridge Hillside Villas?” 

” Who lives there? Isn’t it our Cloud City’s building?” Tian Honghui asked in confusion. 

Tian Changsheng blazed at Tian Honghui and also scolded, “I’m referring to Hillside Rental 

property.” 

” Hill Villa is the Sue family’, as well as its existing proprietor is Yvonne. What’s so odd about 

that?” Tian Honghui claimed. 

” Obtain lost.” Tian Changsheng scolded angrily. His boy was currently of an aging, yet he 

was still so apathetic. Exactly how could the Sue family be counted as a sphere? 

At that time, Samuel had actually bought that rental property. Tian Honghui had not even 

thought about this. 



Tian Honghui really did not also understand why the honored master had instantly lost his 

mood. When he saw that something had not been right, he hurriedly left. 

Tian Changsheng sighed heavily as well as claimed to himself with a bitter smile, “No 

wonder you are so excellent. Currently it appears that our household truly does not deserve 

you. He is from the Hannigan family!” 

The Cloud City was absolutely nothing in front of such a high and mighty family members. 

In Hill Villa, when Gina pressed the doorbell and also He Ting unlocked, she asked with a 

puzzled face, “Who are you trying to find?” 

Nangong Qianqiu eyed He Ting with disdain as well as said, “Samuel.”. 

” Sorry, he’s not in your home currently. If it’s convenient for you, you can call him,” He Ting 

stated pleasantly. 

” Humph, you would certainly much better let him return quickly,” Nangong Qianqiu stated. 

He Ting frowned. This old lady had an imperious fashion, and her words were not courteous 

in any way, offering individuals a very aggravating sensation. 

Right now, Lydia’s voice came from house. “He Ting, don’t leave any kind of cats or dogs in 

our house. If they have nothing to do, simply ask them to leave.”. 

 


